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THE PARUAMENIARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON
PUBLIC WORKS.

TWENTY-FIRST GENERAL REPORT.

To His Excellency the Right Honourable William John McKell, the Governor-General in
and over the Commonwealth of Australia.

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

In pursuance of the requirements of section 11 of the Commonwealth Public Works Committee
Act 1913-1947, the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works has. the honour to submit the
following report of its proceedings:

TWELFTH COMMITTEE.

1. The Members of the Twelfth Committee were appointed on 3rd December, 1946, in the House
of Representatives, and on 5th December, 1946, in the Senate, notification of their appointment being
published in the Commonwealth Gazette dated 12th December, 1946. The Committee continued to hold
office until Parliament was dissolved on 31st October, 1949, and this report covers the investigations
carried out by the Committee during the period of its existence. I

SUMMARY OF INQUIRIES.

2. During its term of ofEce the Committee received from the House of Representatives references
concerning 23 proposed works, and inquiries were completed in respect of all but the following two
projects, investigations upon which were not concluded:

Central Heating and Hot Water Systems^ at Victoria Barracks, Melbourne;
Extensions to the School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, Sydney.

The following is a summary of the reports presented to Parliament in connexion with the completed
. < t

inquiries .

PERMANENT ADMINISTRATION OFFICES, CANBERRA.
3. Following upon investigation of certain proposals for office buildings as hr back as 1923, and

the recommendation by the Committee that competitive designs should be invited for ^ permanenl:
administrative block, a proposal for a large building to house 1,100 ofE.cials was referred to the
Committee in 1925 and recommended, at an estimated cost of ^842,618. In 1928 the building was
commenced, but, on completion of the foundations, involving a total expenditure of approximately
^79,000 on'the foundations and associated items, the work was abandoned.

The Proposal.
4. Amongst the post-war works decided upon was the completion of the Permanent

Administrative" Offices at' Canberra, and the proposal was referred to Ac Parliamentary Standing
Commit... on Public Work, in M,y, 1947, The plans prc.rided for , building 42? fc.t long ,nd 212
fe"et"wide:witha7otal height of about 100 feet above ground level. It was to contain a basement lower
g7ound:to:groundto,,nd fir., second and t^d floors, I"add;don._p^ion w. made for ,wo
minor floors in the centre of the building for recreational and other purposes.

5. Accommodation included net office area of 250,000 square feet, providing for an approximate
p,pul,.ion-of"3;000-Tn-A.-bu,ld^ .The b^en, w. -^-'PS'°Lst.^c,.as.w,cu.a;
accommodation for parking of cars and bicycles, while it was proposed to include on the fourth floor a
modern cafeteria to seat 600 per sitting.

6. The estimated cost was set down as ^1,425,128, and the time for completion was estimated at
four year^xciusive'of'possible"delays in securing labour or materials for the work.

Need for the Building.
7. The Committee made exhaustive inquiries into the necessity for the building at the present

time, taking into account the previous investigations of the subject and the various temporary buildings
which had become essential in recent years. As a result the Committee was not only impressed with the
urgency of the demand for accommodation, but was more than ever-convinced that, if recommendations
by the Committee in this regard in the past had been implemented, a great deal of disorganization and
expense could have been averted.
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The Foundations.

8. The Committee was considerably disturbed at the proposal to discard- the existing foundations,
laid down in 1928 at a cost of approximately ^55,000, but exhaustive tests have proved" that: theo\d
foundations cannot be_used with)afety for-the-proposed building. As it is also-con.dered essential
to include a basemtnt in the new building, it was represented to the Committee that, as storage space
could be provided underground at a much smaller cost than the equivalent space above ground, the
introduction of the basement for purposes of storage and parking will actually result in a saving. The
Committee therefore recommended that so much of the old foundations as will interfere with the
proposed plans should be removed, and that new foundations should be laid.

Recommendations.

9. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) It is necessary to remove so much of the foundations as will interfere with the proposed

plans.
(2) The architecture and building arrangements are satisfactory and should be adopted.
(3) It is essential that rigid inspection of quantities shall be made at all stages to ensure that

a repetition of the conditions now evident in the old foundations will be prevented in
this proposal.

(4) Hawkesbury sandstone is the most suitable facing material for use on this building,
above the base, so long as adequate supervision is employed at the quarries and when
the stone is laid.

(5) The provision suggested for air-conditioning without refrigeration "is satisfactory at the
present time 9

(6) Erection of the building in three stages is desirable in order to permit the early occupation
of the first section of the building.

(7) The inclusion of the basement proposed is desirable and will ensure that maximum
space for ofl&ce purposes is available.

(8) The cafeteria should be included in the building as proposed, but, as the demand for
it in Canberra _ has ye.t to be proved by experience: the extent to which it is used
should be closely watched, so that steps may be taken to use the space provided to the
best advantage.

(9) As ^ plans for monumental buildings take a great deal of time to elaborate, it is desirable
that consideration should be given, as soon as staff is available, to planning the second
administrative building.

(10) When the position of the demountable partitions is being decided the question of
adequate provision for special Conference rooms should be given early consideration.

(11) It is expedient to carry out the work at the approximate figure of ^1,500,000.
(12) Owing to the difficulty of providing thoroughly reliable estimates it is recommended

that, More ,nym,teri,l alteryions i, the above ,tems of expenditure ,,e m^;-e,ch
should be submitted to the Minister for his consideration and approval.

REPATRIATION ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES, PERTH.
10. In 1919 permissive occupancy of certain park lands, vested in the Western Australian

G^WK^^L^dhr.yam^^^ .mpo^buUdi^ ^-^^
S!nde?. fln°^l-tin?c t^time', on land fronting Riverside Drive, Perth. Astheovercrowdmgofthp
offices at Riverside Drive became more acute certain temporary premises were secured at 108
^u^aJ^reeAtLWSU.e-som,e of.?le,w?rk wascamed onln temporary hutments erected for the Royal
^-US!.^n] .AilLSC.C_on.,_park.la^\?n ESPlanade, Perth. The ArtificiaT Limb Factory was
transferred to private property at 547 Murray-street.

ll\Zhl dSicu.kLofi.^v!rcfiowde?.conditloIls continuedto increase and, with a view to improving
^;S^TJ1,!LW^1.1 !s^..ho^sl!:h^v.arioufiactivitie?of the ?epartment together, plans were prepared
d^mg the war for^a new multi-story_ building to be erected onL vacant land situated at the corner of
William-street and Bazaar-terrace, Perth.

..12;"Jhe: §lanmngwasA ^onsiderab.ly dekyed^owmg to the war, but, in 1947, the question of
the erection of Repatriation Administrative Offices, Perth, was referred to the Public Works Committee.

The Proposal.»

gITdl3a^sfl^ehaasv.^r^oed%^m^r^^
totalling 45,000 square feet was planned, and the estimated cost was ^222,750.
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Alterations to Original Proposal.
14. It became apparent to the Committee in the early stages of the inquiry that, while the site

Ta-La_v?y.val^able ?ne in the hfart: of the  itZ'the plans submitted provided for a restricted building,
d^f'-e_dimamly.toihouse one dePartment- Certain suggestions were made with a view to providing
additional space and to make the best use possible of the site.

*.

15. The architects were asked by the Committfie to consider the alternatives of adding to the Fifth
and Sixth Floors and of increasing the building to the maximum height allowed by the City Building
Regulations.

16. Study of the question resulted in the advice by the departmental officers that the suggested
design did not lend_ itself to further extension, having been specially designed to meet the needs of one
department. In addition it was considered that the need for accommodation by other departments was
so great that a building of maximum height was amply justified, and, consequently, an alternative design
was submitted to the Committee for a completely different type of building.

Building in Three Stages.
17. The new design proposed the erection of a building comprising ground and seven floors, to be

built in three stages, with the possibility of adding a further three floors in the distant future if it became
necessary to do so. The three stages planned would offer a total usable space of 112,910 square feet
and was estimated to cost ^470,000, when completed in fifteen to twenty years' time.

18. The first stage would consist of the centre portion of the building of ground and seven floors,
providing 47,520 square feet of space. The second stage would comprise a wing extending from the
first stage and built over the existing Customs House, which would have to be demolished after the first
stage was suf&ciently advanced to provide alternative accommodation. This second stage would
comprise a wing of ground and four floors, having a net area of 13,440 square feet.

19. If the first two stages were to be erected an area of 60,960 square feet would be available at
an estimated cost of ^250,000. After comparing the various alternatives the Committee was convinced
that the new design offered a modern and effective structure, of a type which would harmonize
satisfactorily with the surrounding buildings; and it would result in the provision of a striking
monumental building, suitable to the important site it would occupy, and capable of extension in stages
over a number of years as occasion demands. It was therefore finally recommended that the first two
stages should be proceeded with.

Recommendations.

20. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) Owing to the value of the site selected, and the urgent need to alleviate the unhealthy

and crowded state of Government accommodation in Perth, the original plan referred
to the Committee is considered inadequate.

(2) Proposals to add more floors to the original plan are not suitable under the circumstances
revealed to the Committee. >

(3) The alternative plan, providing for the erection of a building of entirely different design,
and allowing for construction in three stages over approximately twenty years, is
recommended.

(4) It is recommended that Stages 1 and_2 be erected, and Stage 3 left for future addition
when conditions are more favorable.

(5) As the weight of evidence points to the continuance of the present difficult supply
position, in relation to certain items, for some time to come, it is recommended
that the'plans be completed and the building proceeded with as soon as possible, having
regard to the shortages of labour and materials.

(6) In order to economize in bricks and to provide a structure worthy of the city and the
prominent position it is to occupy, as well as to make use of local stone and labour, it
is desirable that the building shall be faced with granite to First Floor level and with
Donnybrook sandstone for the remaining floors.

(7) During the period which must elapse before it is possible to occupy the building every
effor°t should be made to find additional temporary accommodation, and to improve
the conditions now existing in several of the Departments in Perth.

(8) Attention is drawn to the possibility of providing office space on Commonwealth
property, instead of in rented and unsuitable premises, by making additions to Padbury
Buildings in Forrest Place.

(9) The approximate estimate of cost should be reviewed by the Minister as the project
progresses.

(10) The possibility of using State-owned plant with day labour should be investigated f

F.5538. 2
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ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING FOR THE ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT INDUSTRY DIVISIONS, COUNCIL FOR
SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, AT CANBERSA.

21. In 1929 the proposal to erect two laboratories and an administrative block for the Division
of r^;-nomic Bot-any and the Division of Economic. Entomology was referred to the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, and in due course the project was approved. However, owing
to financial restrictions shortly aftenvards, although the labjratories vv ere erect-cd, the administrative
block was deferred. The result of the restricted programme made it necessary for the administrative
and clerical portion of the^work to be camecfon'in a section of the laboratory space which was
temporarily converted for office use.

The Proposal.
22. The proposal referred to the Public Works Committee in 1947 planned the erection of a

building to connect the two existing laboratories in a similar manner to that originally suggested, but
slightly altered to include a basement with special rooms for constant temperature work. Tt was also
to include a floor to house library stacks.

The Building.
23. The overall dimensions of the building were 74 ft. & in. by 80 ft. 7 in., and it was to contain

a Lower Ground Floor, Ground Floor,^ First and Second Floors, having a total floor space of 22,568
square feet_ The total estimated cost, including the building, sewerage; electrical installations, roads,
&c., was  258.

24. After a study of the plans the Committee was inclined to the opinion that the proposed
building connecting the two existing blocks would result in a front elevation of rather monotonous and
unmterestmg appearance. However, it was explained that the whole of this section would only form
portion of the complete establishment envisaged for the future, when the main administrative building
would have to occupy a dominating position over Ac work now proposed, and it will be necessary,
therefore, to ensure that the present work will be subsidiary to the main architectural features in the
ultimate group. It was finally decided, however, that a slight alteration to the treatment of the parapet,
which could be emphasized by the use of freestone, would make this part of the structure distinctive
enough to give the impression of completeness without detracting from the effect desired to fit in with
the future buildings.

Recommendations.

25. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) It is expedient to carry out the work.

^ The_h?usi^g.posirtionm c,SLn1Dena, ^ improving and it is an appropriate time to begin
consuuction of urgently needed public buildings in a balanced ,programme°of
development.

(3) Th^ appearance of the entrance should be improved by the use of freestone to the coping
of the parapet.

(4) Consideration should_be_ given to the installation of a goods lift from the Lower Ground
Floor to the Second Floor.

(5) The floor of the Entrance Hall should be of ten-azzo to match the stairs and save
hardwood.

(6) The building proposed should be subsidiary to the main block to be erected on the axis
of JJniversity-avenue in the future, when the central administration is transferred
to Canberra.

TRIBOPHYSICS LABORATORY, MELBOURNE.

?^nS;J?to1?^s^cs,^^o^ol?^^u,n^:l?I^?.<:n^?cancl. Indu,str,ial research was formed i in

fll4^T^liglt! tThTeJT£litL°i7c?liITg lu?rica,tmg oil'in v/ew.of tl^limited"sup,plieTc^mmg
forwardjrom...thc.unil:ed states of,America:, Another" reason for its" formatFon" w^to" co'nZd
"lv,TTt!ons into the manufacture of beanngs for ^c^, because it was no longer possible" to "obtaTn
replacements.

27;w.hejlALWar.end.eiSlLdemands_made.byAe services were ^eatly red-ed, but a great deal
°S m±workc rektogtoproblen"arisinS "\-condary industnesh^'been ^ss^Aa^ {S
^n^cdgc.oLexplo!iv".used inminin<and i" -ket propelknts'^~'bcerac^aul^^:^Z
TriKys:CLS^nJlas^come^gmT1 -Parity on phy.caTmetallurgyTSued^ ^
production of bearings and special alloys for particular purposes.

A
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28. In connexion with the armed services special apparatus has been evolved to measure recoil
in gun carriages, and the work has been extendej to include apparatus for calibrating 25-pounder
guns for the Army, while members of the staf? act as advisers and lecturers to the Staff College.

The Building.
29. The work originally began in the Chem:.try School laboratory at the University, but that

accommodation soon became too small and some we ;den huts were secured and placed near the
laboratory The space occupied in the University premises is now required for the training of students
in University work, and the wooden huts are regarded as most unsatisfactory for work wfth expensive
and very delicate instruments.

30. A building was therefore designed to appear similar to the chemistry building beside it, and,
though it is of comparatively modern design, it will harmonize with the older buildings adjacent to it in
the University grounds. The structure is to be a thrc-e-story one, the frame and foundations of which
have been designed to take two additional stories at some future date. It is situated to the east of
Wilson Hall, between the Chemistry and Metallurgy Schools, and it will be erected facing a road
which provides easy access to Grattan-street.

31. The area covered by the building at ground floor level is 7,265 square feet, while the total
area is 20,514 square feet. The estimated cost, after provision for rises in costs of labour and materials
following the introduction of the 40-hour week, was ^94,000.

Recommendations.

(1) There is an urgent need for the building.
(2) The building should be erected as soon as materials and labour are available.
(3) Priority should depend upon comparison with other scientific projects.
(4) The floor of the entrance hall and corridor should be of terrazzo.
(5) The estimates have been prepared as reliably as possible and with due regard to economy.
(6) The location of the building should be in the University grounds as planned.
(7) The arrangements for use of the land by the Commonwealth are regarded as satisfactory.
(8) The proposed plans should provide a satisfactory solution of the architectural problems

involved.

»

ADDITIONS TO TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, HAMILTON, NEW SOUTH WALES.
32. The conversion to automatic working of the existing network at Newcastle was planned

before the war, and an automatic exchange for the immediate city area was established in 1941. The
Newcastle local call network at present is confined to exchanges within a radius of 5 miles from_the
General Post Office at Newcastle, and it includes 6,812 subscribers connected to seven exchanges. Calls
to places outside the 5-mile radius have to be made through trunk lines, with its attendant delay and
congestion. It has nov/ become necessary to extend the network to include all telephone exchanges
situated within a radius of approximately 10 miles from the proposed Hamilton trunk exchange.

33. In order to establish the proposed extended network, and to provide a prompt and effective
trunk line service for an area which has assumed such industrial and commercial importancejo
Australia, it is necessary to erect additional buildings in which to operate the extra equipment. The
pr;;cn7Ha;nikon.n,ponry exclu,ge.h,s therdore been sdec.ed ,s- the most ,»itAIel,c.Iity fo, the
trunk exchange and for the centre of the local call area.

&

The Building.

34. The plans show a structure which will add one additional story to the existing building at
the comer^DcnLon'andLawson: streets, Hamilt.n, and at the same rime wiU^end all the floods
to the rear of the site, leaving 12 feet width for vehicular access. A total areaof 15,734 square feet will
be LaddeTtoVhe" present" f^r'space, and engineering services, including appropriate air^cond^ng
and ventilation, are provided for. The estimated cost of the proposed extensions show a total of ^78800.

35. The total overall cost estimated for the est'blishment of the exchange, including die b^Mng,
exchange equipment, trunk equipment, line construction and other items, was stated to be £.517,192.

Recommendations.

36. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Commitee are as follows:
(1) There is an urgent necessity for the building.
(2) Construction should proceed as soon as possible, providing materials are carefully chosen

to avoid competition with housing.
(3) Hamilton is the most satisfactory location for the exchange, and the building should be

erected on the site proposed.
(4) Pending provision for new buildings immediate steps should be taken to provide better

conditions for staff working in the old exchanges.
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^ If..-the-_cont:e1mpla,ted .thi^d ??°,r is. li?cel,y,to be, re<luired within fifteen years it is
recommended that it should be included in the present proposal on the score of
economyf

(6) It is cmpi-iasized that the object of manufacturing complete sets of equipment in
Australia should be encouraged in every way.

COMMONWEALTH OFFICES, BRISBANE.
37. In 1924 a scheme was formulated for the erection of office accommodation for Commonwealth

and State officials on the whole of the site adjacem to Anzac Square. As a result of the proposal an
agreement was_ reached under which the City Counci! was to construct Anzac Square, and the State and
Commonwealth Governments were to erect buildings on opposite sides of the square. It was not until
1933_that approval was_given to erect the present building on the southern corner of the site reserved for
the Commonwealth ofEces.

38. The overall scheme agreed upon envisaged a block of buildings which would ultimately cover
the whole of the area between Anzac Square and Creek-street, and the buildings would be composed
of a central structure surrounded by six blocks, three on each side separated by external light bays 66
feet deep. The present building comprises practically two of the three blocks facing Anzac Square,
and the remaining four blocks were left for completion in the future.

The Building.
39. The present proposal provides for the extension of the existing building through to Ann-street

and along Ann-street to the corner of Creek-street, with consideration given to a second stage for later
extension to complete the whole of the block along Creek-street and Adelaide-street. ^

40. The external walls of the three new frontages are to be faced to match the existing building,
and the structure will consist of basement and eight floors on the Anzac Square frontage,while the
Ann-street frontage will have sub-basement, basement and five floors, owing to the very considerabie
difference in levels of the streets.

4L It was stated that the estimated cost of the first stage was ^705,400, while a tentative estimate
for the future , extension, tecd,o, the s,mc cdcul,do,.;w,, ,f570,000, mAing Ac'total for-thc
completed building of ^1,275,400. ^

42. The accommodation offered in the scheme proposed was 177,177 square feet in the first
stag^and 108,408 square feet for the second stage, placing the ultimate total for the'whole block'at
285,585 square feet.

43. Architeaure.-Ahhough a great deal of thought and planning had been given to the project
w,,h ,heob,ect of producmg , »ructur, of great dig;uty-,,d pl^mg ,ppe,r,nce, which would conYorm
,o.,hede^ of th, existmg S^ate building o,-the .oppose side" of A^c Square; Ae-derign-w,;
mnmcd bL!MMam' -.T'" OPmionm- CXPrc-d ^ ,.ict conformiy^th-^^dng
buildmg, prevented flexibility y aIloc-An of floor space, ,n<r»de» n.ce^^, i,cre;;ed ;rS"o°f
expensive.external wal^spaceIt :dso 'g^tly reduces the total floor space ayaihble for" accommodation
v^iout, givmg the compensating advantages of light and air ventilation which the externaUightTay.s
aim to supply.

14'^ft3cr.i,a.g!?lt:_d^l--of.considefatio?iand st:udy of alternative sketch plans the Committee
recommended that, although^ is most desirable to maintain the present character of the architectur e

on all four elevations, modifications should be made in the light\reas, to make" use of" some"oTthe
space not used to full advantage by them.

45. Accommodation- The Committee's investigations showed clearly that office accommodation
^.^^ei^?jt ^^i^ylsb^e.' ^^Lam^unt-rf space t,°.be Provided by the compfete buildmg
proposed would be inadequate. The Committee therefore sought means to increase the'Ir'eas ^Sfe
by additions to the basements, upper floors, and to the light areas, so that the maximunTofifce spacepossible could be obtained from the use of the site.

:_:_J6"_iAfte.r.a cy.lete investigation of the matter the Committee recommended alterations to the
T.f!Tl..pla^n^^hkhrwould sultim.t,h,e.j^ovision ?f a comPkte block of buildings on the site
giving accommodation of approximately 312,000 square feet at a total cost estimated at ^1,568,350.

Recommendations.

47. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) The site is appropriate for the extensions proposed.
(2) The space under the strip _ between rhe old and new alinement in Ann-street should

be considered for additional basement.
(3) It is desirable t0_ maintain the present architecture on all four fronta I

ges subject to
modifications of the light areas.
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(4) There is a need for as much accommodation as can be made available in the next few
years.

(5) The Ann-street-Creek-street corner should be excavated for use as additional basement
space*

(6) The cafeteria should be placed on the roof rather than in the basement, but it i IS

?.^iess_al'y.ito.'proyi^cai.^conciil:ion,mgianc,1 efflcient insulation from the heat in summer,
with mechanical ventilation in the kitchen section.

(7) The plans should be amended as shown in sketch No. Q.S.2984, to provide cafeteria on
seventh floor, and use of light areas beyond a depth of 25 feet.

#

(8) A separate building should be constructed for the Repatriation Department as soon as
possible.

(9) Order of work should be as proposed, but stage 2 and the additions recommended
should be proceeded with immediately.

(10) Complete air-conditioning is necessary and should be based on an effective temperature
of 72^ degrees.

(11) Lifts should be near the street alinement.
(12) Both stages of the construction should be proceeded with.

TUBERCULAR BLOCK AND ADDITIONS TO SISTERS' QUARTERS, LADY DAVIDSON HOME, TURRAMURRA,
NEW SOUTH WALES.

48. In New South Wales the tubercular hospital cases for which the Repatriation Department
is responsible are treated mainly at Concord Hospital, and the Lady Davidson Home, maintained by
the Department as a male tuberculosis home since 1920, is used as a sanatorium, to which the hospital
cases are transferred as they progress. The Committee found that the work being carried on in the
various repatriation institutions "is a credit to those concerned, in spite of the present difficult and
overcrowded conditions, and it is satisfied that there is an immediate necessity for the multi-story
hospital suggested.

The M.ulti-story Building.
49. It was proposed to erect a building comprising a small basement, ground floor, first, second,

third and fourth* floors, and roof deck, on~a site'in proximity to the main entrance to the Lady
Davldson Home at Turramurra. Provision was planned for 96 beds in addition to administration
and out-patients' sections. An operating theatre and ancillary rooms, machine rooms, stores, and
various other rooms to house the services are also included. Each ward floor is to contain a patients'
lounge and solarium, accessible to the balcony and protected by vertical louvres from the western summer
sun.

»

Extension to Sisters' Quarters.
50. The provision of the multi-story structure, with its 96 additional beds, will make it necessary

to employ a larger staff of nurses, and the present nurses' ^ualterswl^^eto^£n^ge^toyrw^e
accommodation for them. The existing building, accommodating 23 sisters, is to be enlarged to provide
additional space for 63, making a total of 86 bedrooms.

51. Consideration has been given to the isolated situation of the institution, and provision is mad';
for a lounge opening on to a paved terrace, guests' lounge room and writing room, small lounges,
supper" room and sewing room; while laundry: drying and ironing rooms, and also a hair washing
and drying room have been provided in the basement.

Estimated Cost.

52. The estimated cost of the multi-story hospital was set down at ^224,250, and the^ extensions
to the'nurse? qu^ers"at759,060: "In'an "effort to determine the approximate -^er^ed^
estabUshment the Committee found that, after allocating a reasonable proportion of the admimstrative
section and other services concerned with the whole of the institution, the cost per bed for the new
building would be in the vicinity of ^1,800.

Recommendations.

53. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) In New South Wales it is desirable to provide separate buildings to accommodate the

t .

repatriation cases .

(2) The multi-story building is preferable to chalets, for the hospital cases for whom the
accommodation is being provided.

(3) The plans are satisfactory for the purpose and provide all the necessary requirements for
a modern hospital.

»
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(4) The effect on the housing programme will not be sufficient to demand any delay in
the commencement of the building.

(5) The plans for the extensions to the sisters' quarters are satisfactory.
(6) The extensions to the sisters' quarters are necessary and should be erected simultaneously

with the hospital.
(7) The extension of the present sewerage system should be delayed in case it is possible

to arrange for connexion with the main sewerage system before the building is
completed.

(8) The Water Board should be requested to expedite extension of the main sewer so that
connexion will be possible wheo the building is completed.

(9) There is an immediate necessity for the multi-story hospital, and, in view of the
Repatriation Commission's assurances that staff will be available when required, the
building should be proceeded with as soon as possible.

AIRPORT FOR HOBART AT LLANHERNE, TASMANIA.

54. Access to Hobart by air has been available for a number of years by the use of Cambridge
Aerodrome as the air terminal. This aerodrome is situated 9 miles north-east of Hobart and consists of
four unsealed gravel runways constructed during the period 1936-38. The nature of the adjacent
terrain constitutes a number of serious hazards, and considerable difficulty is experienced, especially
when the wind is blowing from the west, in landing and take-off from the runways at this airport.

55. Recent progress in aircraft manufacture has made it possible for commercial airlines to
operate larger and heavier^ machines to cope with th.: increased volume of passenger and freight traffic,
but the conditions obtainmg_at Cambridge make it essential to apply restrictions on the loads carried
by larger aircraft to ensure sate operation. The site precludes extension to the runways, and a better site
is therefore required to satisfy the present demand for transport by air.

The Llanherne Site.

56. About a mile from the site of the existing Cambridge Aerodrome is a site which offers suitable
land upon which a new airport may be constructed, completely fulfilling the strictest safety approacl-
requirements for an " A " class establishment.

The Present Proposal.

57. Upon the site at Llanherne _it is proposed, as a first stage, to construct, on the 123-degree
magnetic bearing, a runway 5,800 feet long and 200 feet wide, with provision for extension to 6,500 feet
to cater for larger aircraft. In addition to the runway in the first stage a preliminary building area
layout has been designed with associated aprons and taxi-ways.

58. The final stage of the planning provides for extensive freight storage and handling facilities
together with other buildings and roads likely to be required on the apron frontage. It also envisages the
icon!t_rucdon,.°^a second 123-degree magnetic runway, parallel to the original one, in case Tt ever
b!comes_necTirLtoestablish duPlicate fandin§ facilitie;as a r^h of unforeseen'development of
passenger and freight traffic.

Estimated Cost.
J

59.The_estimated ^^ for the first stage is set down at ^760,000, including runway, taxi-way,
S^^nstr^!.io^l^.r^^njs'j ^a.te,r.-siu?ply' sew^^ drainage, fencing, land acquisition and
building^ Th^u.. included fo, buildings is ,(75,000, but pknni,, ,r,he's.uct^7.,ui7cd
has been delayed in order to incorporate the latest requirements resulting from development of machines
and the rapidly expanding traffic.

Recommendations.

60. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) The Llanherne site is the most suitable for the airport.
(2) The land necessary for the airport should be acquired and suitable arrangements mad e&

for realizing the value of the pine trees involved.
(3) The first stage including the 123-degree runway and suitable buildings, shouLl be

proceeded with.
(4) As the building plans have not been developed, any extcnsi-.e buildings should be

&referred to the Committee at a later date.
^ It-i:;L!Loi_a?-Table to ere^ any f^t,her buildings at Cambridge, but if temporary

accommodation is required, it cou!d be providecfby enclosing" the'verandah:
(6) A bitumen-surfaced runway with concrete ends and aprons is advisable.

.
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C7) The construction of a taxi-way from Llanherne to Cambridge should be deferred until
actual tests of operating conditions with one runway are studied, but the 60-degree
runway at Cambridge should be well maintained for emergency use.

(8) Special provision should be made to ensure that the runway will be constructed with a
view to its future extension and use by heavy Air Force machines.

(9) In the interests of safety thecontrol o^iccr on Llanherne Hill should regulate the traffic
on both airfields, but an officer under the general direction of the control officer at the
Llanheme tower should direct loc-il movements at Cambridge.

(10) Pending erection of the control tower at the new airport some strips should be taken to
improve the conditions under which the control officer at Cambridge directs the
movements of civil and private aircraft.

(11) Early action should be taken to ensure an adequate water supply by the time the airport
is established.

(12) Estimate should be reviewed when details of the buildings are available.
(13) In the first stage an overshoot area should be cleared.

/

I

EXTENSIONS TO CITY WEST TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, MELBOURNE.

61. The present City West Automatic Telephone Exchange is situated in Little Bourke-street
on portion of a site which extends right through to Lonsdale-street. The remainder of the site is
occupied by the Central Manual Exchange building which was built, facing Lonsdale-street, about 40
years ago <

62. It was anticipated that, by the time it was necessary to extend the City West Exchange, the
building used for the Central Manual Exchange would be available for the purpose. However, many
factors have combined to retard the progress of relief exchanges, and it will be some years before the
Central Exchange can be discarded. Action has therefore been taken to acquire property adjoining the
City West Exchange to the east, so that urgent expansion can be provided for the next few years.

The Building.

63. The plans drawn up for additions to the eastern side of the City West Exchange will involve
the demolition of the present building adjoining that exchange, and the erection of a suitable building
to extend the accommodation now seriously overtaxed.

The building proposed will comprise basement, ground, and six upper Poors, together with
mezzanine lavatory above the ground floor, and it v. ill provide a usable area of 12,400 square feet. It
occupies a site on the corner of Little Bourke-strect and St. John's-lane, and it is planned so that the
equipment on the present floors may be extended into the new building.

64. In consequence of the encroachment of essential equipment upon space formerly used for
amenities the accommodation at present available for staff purposes is totally inadequate. It has also
been established that the congestion in the building is already having a serious effect upon the quality
of the telephone service in the Melbourne network, and the Committee was convinced of the urgency of
the project.

The Estimated Cost.

65. The estimated cost, which is stated to be subject to variation due to changing circumstances,
was calculated in September, 1948, and was set down at ^197,300, including the building, electrical
work, mechanical equipment and cafeteria.

Recommendations.

66. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) The Committee is satisfied that the extensions to the City West Exchange building are

urgent and necessary to ensure that_ satisfactory telephone service is given to the public.
(2) Fulfair-conditiomng should be installed as planned
(3) The luncheon room should be planned on the roof in such a position that it will not

interfere with the facade nor raise the general height of the building beyond the level
of the machinery rooms.

(4) The extensions should be made to conform to the present alinement of the City West
building and negotiations should take place on a departmental level to obtain
agreement of the City Council for the extensions to be regarded as part of the old
building and erected on the same alinement.

(5) The extensions should be proceeded with on the understanding that staff facilities will
be extended in the near future.

(6) The site is satisfactory and in a locality capable of future development.
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HOSTEL FOR OFFICERS AT DARWIN, NORTHERN TERRITORY.

67. Prior to the war there were two hostels in Darwin, one for men and one for women. Both
were taken over for use by the services during the war, and, m recent years, various buildings and camps
have been adapted to accommodate temporarily the officials employed in the departments at Darwin.
Darwin is the only town in Australia which suffered extensive damage from Japanese bombs during
the_war,_and it_is estimated that roughly 30 per cent. of the available houses'were damaged. In
addition it is estimated that, as no maintenance was possible for several years, deterioration of another ^

30 per cent. has occurred. All costs are now so high that it is completely uneconomical to repair many of
the dwellings, and special provision must therefore be made to provide accommodation for single men
until the time arrives when adequate buildings are available to house married men and their families.
With this in mind plans have been drawn for a hostel for officers, and the project is regarded as one of
great urgency t

The Buildings.

68. Plans have been prepared for a permanent hostel which will ultimately provide accommodation
for 178 persons. The. complete scheme is to comprise eight residential blocks, a dining room and
kitchen block, a recreation and lounge block, and two laundry and garage blocks. As portion of the
site is at present occupied by temporary accommodation for the Supreme Court and associated activities,
it is proposed to defer construction of one residential block, laundry and garage until a later stage, thus
reducing the accommodation to 158 persons in the first stage.

69. The site has a frontage to the Esplanade of 497 feet and to Peel-street of 412 feet, and it is
situated in a high density dwelling zone close to the site for future Government offices. In the first stage
158 persons, including household staff, will be accommodated in 124 single rooms and seventeen double
rooms, the areas provided totalling 63,949 square feet, and the estimated cost is stated to be ^254,987.

70. The Committee noted the poor conditions under which many of the staff are at present housed,
and wi.s convinced of the urgent necessity for the proposed hostel.

Recommendations.

71. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) Hostel accommodation is urgently needed in Darwin.
(2) The site selected is suitable for the purpose.
(3) The plan should be adopted as proposed.
(4) Two residential blocks at the Peel-street frontage should be completed for occupation

first.
t

WHARF AT DARWIN, NORTHERN TERRITORY.

72. The question of the provision of wharfage facilities at Darwin has arisen a number of times
in past years, and several very thorough investigations have been made to determine the most desirable
type of v.-harf for the purpose in consideration of the many important factors affecting the work. In
?a?!i.Y.ea_rcs-t!?-^ipa^liamcntary stain^ing c(:>mmittee on Public Works has investigated two proposals,
neither oi which they recommended, mainly owing to the excessive cost of the work in comp^o^h.
the small trade passing through the port.

The Proposal Referred.

73. The proposal now referred to the Committee is for a wharf 650 feet long by 140 feet wide,
constructed of steel tubular piles, and carrying a transit shed 200 feet long and 60 fee°t wide;" Allowance
is also to be made for the construction to be suitable for rail connexion when it is necessary at a later date.

:7^..Th.LT-pro-.ach is, ?la,nne^to ^e made from t:he st,ol^es Hill side of the bay, where the present
town jetty commences, and the site auns^o cover part of the existing ietty and extencTto the area at

present occupied by part of the wreck of the Ncptuna. This proposal assumes '^t 'the remova[ of
the wreck is essential to the construction of the wharf proposed.

7^TheAnmngof..the.wharf was,made on the basis of ^^^matcd ultimate population of
25,000 people for Darwin, and the estimated cost of the project was ^540,000.

The Amended Proposal.

?«^ieJhlfirlt-.cvidT.ce_^a?.mikenbythie comm^tee the engineers planning the structure had
found it necessary to amend the original proposal, particularly in regardto .the site'and the.immediate
section to be constructed, and fresh plans were submitted to the Committee.

<

fc
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77. The amended proposal planned a wharf which would ultimately be of the same size and
construction as that originally proposed, but the site was to be placed slightly farther from the land,
clear of the wreck of the Neptune, and only the first of three stages of the wharf was suggested for
immediate construction. The estimated cost was shown as ^459,000 for the first two stages, and the
third stage, to cost an additional ^112,000, was to be deferred indefinitely.

78. The main reasons for the amendments to the plans were the excessive expenditure found
fo benecessary for removing the wreck of the Neptrn^, and the revised basis of population of Darwin,
which, in consideration of much smaller defence forces in the area, is now calculated to be only 5,500.

79. Owing to the peculiar conditions obtaining in Darwin Harbour, especially the very wide
range of tides and currents, it was necessary to take a considerable volume of evidence on the matter.
The Committee went to D"-win inspected the existing installations, and thoroughly investigated all
aspects of the question. It was finally decided to recommend the first two stages-of- the construction
as being necessary at the present time.

Recommendations.

80. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) A new wharf is essential.
(2) The caisson type of construction is not practicable for Darwin under present conditions.
(3) The proposed construction of steel piles supporting structural steel girders and beams

is agreed to.
(4) Provision should be made for a railway to be laid on the wharf, but it should not be

connected until trading conditions demand it.
(5) The extension by an additional 90 feet, recommended by the Commonwealth

Commissioner for Railways, should not be made to the wharf at present.
(6) The timber jetty site is not recommended for the wharf.
(7) The site shown hachured on Drawing No. H.C. 1586B and described in paragraph 75

of this report is agreed to.
(8) The first and second stages should be constructed simultaneously, at an estimated cost

of ^459,000, but the third stage should be deferred indefinitely.
(9) A sorting shed is necessary on the wharf and should be constructed as proposed.

(10) Modern methods of mechanical handling of cargo should be applied as widely as
practicable.

PRIMARY SCHOOL AT DARWIN, NORTHERN TERRITORY.

81. The population of Darwin has grown to something over 6,000 and the educational facilities
arc quite inadequate. The old school catered for a population of 3,500, and an attempt has been made
to cope with the growing demand by providing Sidney Williams huts as a temporary expedient, and by
crowding classes together both inside the school and underneath it amongst the supporting piers.

82. The new town plan for Darwin provides for five main residential areas, in addition to the
zones for other purposes, and the proposed new primary school is to be situated in one of _ these areas.
By retaining the old school and building the new primary school, it is proposed to cater for development
until the time when a high school can be built and relieve the pressure on the primary school.

The Building.

83. The plans propose a building consisting of two main classroom blocks connected by a
two-story administrative and library block. Advantage has been taken of the contour of the ground to
place one of the class-room blocks, which will accommodate the younger children, on a lower level
Sf's^^^^^s^s-^^^^^
climate of Darwin.

84. The site occupies an area of 8.8 acres with road access from M^cMinn-street. The total overall
area for the building is 20,510 square feet and it is intended to house a minimum of 280 pupils, the
estimated cost, calculated in October, 1948, being ^91,000.

85. After having inspected the present school and hearing the evidence submitted, the Committee
was convinced that the new school building was urgently necessary, and recommended that the proposal
should be approved.
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Recommendations.

86. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) There is an urgent need for a ne\v primary school at Darwin.
(2) The site is generally satisfactory for the purpose.
(3) The design is modern and attractive, and the school should be constructed as planned.
(4) The work should be carried out in conjunction with other major works to enable regular

transport and smooth working schedules to be arranged.
(5) Materials and labour should be made available for the construction of the building

simultaneously with accommodation projects.
(6) Technical and commercial courses siiould be widely developed in the Northern

Territory.

SCHOOL AT ALICE SPRINGS, NORTHERN TERRITORY.

87. At the present time there is a school at Alice Springs, and overcrowded conditions have been
endured for some time. Temporary buildings and rented accommodation outside the existing school
are being used for class-room purposes, and temporary arrangements which have been made for the
instruction of chemistry and physics fall far short of the required standards. The present buildings
have been condemned by medical authorities as unsuitably planned for school use and completely
inadequate for the numbers of pupils being crowckd into them, while the inadequate playground is
also the source of discomfort and sickness.

The Building.
88. As the ground around the present school is quite inadequate for making satisfactory additions

to the building a plan has been developed, for a new school on a more suitable site, for the secondary
school section, and also to allow for considerable additions envisaged for the future.

89. The building proposed is to occupy portion of a triangular site at the northern end of the
town, at the foot of Anzac Hill. The plans show a main class-room block two stories high, and
sn ancillary block one_ story high containmg woodworking room and other facilities. The first'stage
provides _ for an overall area of 20,228 square feet, and will include four class rooms, science room,
library, domestic science room, woodwork room, general purpose room, staff rooms, and various services
designed to provide for the local conditions. The section suggested would house the secondary school
and would accommodate 120 pupils.

90. Ultimately it was proposed to incorporate an Infants' Block and a Primary School Section, to
connect up ^ with the western end of the building, as well as an Assembly Hall adjacent to the
Administrative Section.

91. The plans for the first stage as submitted to the Committee were estimated to involve an
expenditure of ^78,024, but details and estimates of the future stages had not been drawn up,

Recommendations.

92. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) New school premises are urgently needed in Alice Springs.
(2) The site chosen is suitable for the purpose.
(3) Tenders should be invited for the whole project so that the contractor may work

consecutively on each of the three stages in turn.
(4) Planning should be expedited to make use of the labour offering.
^}\ ?^e-ciaL !tenti.orl s^,oulc} ,b^ §iv^n to estimated contingency items as the work proceeds.
(0) Immetee acdon Aould be-taken to cover Ac existing playing ,rc,',nd7o-imp7o,;

sanitary and other arrangements.
(7) Special technical training facilities should be included in the planning.

MACLEOD REPATRIATION TUBERCULAR SANATORIUM, MELBOTJRNE.

?3:.The.exi,stingMacLeod "^bUshmem consists of a group of several buildings which have been
C^CCJ:1e^ wi^llo1ut.1^e-l ncfit ^ T mast,er development plan, and many of the ancillary buildings are
^??.e^Slf.llla,^.CLiuip.T th.e.-basis thiat ^Lis necessaly t:o provide one bed for every three cases, the
Se^lfflt^Tb^r aJli!!^Li! TPT^matflL200,short.?f r,equirements?and as'a resuk'there"ira graeat°'dLea'i
SL^£^l!LLIL!?c.mp.ti]nig. .,deal adequ.ately with the 7ePatriation cases needmg.attention It is
A!r!forc^°sd'<add-uttc.Presmt\mstitu"»r--'°-^
present pavilion type accommodation for the ambulant cases.
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The Present Proposal.

94. The present proposal aims at establishing a modern institution of the hospital-sanatorium

tT^ cc)a^lu^y p^n^efnd°i^^et^-o^L^ oT^ ^lriasl?il-^^Tas?dub^'^ ^^sae^y £^du^us^h^lM ^^S
q^art^s, ^^w^^ ^^.^sg^tt ^^"quJ^^OLrTla^boisleafrh^J,er^T \^n^^gg <d^d^^^8a^\
landscape work.

95. The Multi-story Ward 5/o^.-This_ will be a modern structure consisting of lower ground,
ground, and eight upper floors. The lower floors v.-ill house the administrative section, kitchen, and
associated services, while the upper floors will contain the operating unit and X-ray department,
pathology and dental sections, as well as typical w^rd floors of 32 beds each. A glazed solarium is
to be placed at the end of each ward floor to provide the maximum in warmth and comfort in the

. t

wmter-time.

96. Nurses' and Household Workers' Quarters. - This building will be situated in the north-east
corner of the grounds and will be of similar construction to the multi-story ward block, having a lower
ground, ground and eight upper floors in which accommodation will be available for 182 persons. In
addition to the bedrooms provision has been made for recreation areas, living rooms, laundry, ironing
room, hairdressing salon, and various other comforts and services for the benefit of the nursing staff.

97. Conversion of Nurses' Quarters for Male Staff. - The male staff will be housed in the former
nurses' quarters at the northern end of the establishment. The building is of brick construction,
consisting of basement, ground and first floors, and it will be remodelled for the purpose. No alteration
will be required to the basement, which contains laundries, ironing rooms and stores. The ground floor
will be re-arranged to provide accommodation for fifteen males and a four-bed sick bay, while the first
floor will remain unaltered with its 21 bedrooms and services.

98. Conversion of the Existing Office Building. - Emergency overnight accommodation will be
planned in this building by re-arranging the offices to serve as bedrooms.

99. Boiler House. - The boiler house has been designed on two levels, and, although it will be an
industrial building, its appearance 'vill conform to that of the other new buildings It will be placed
in a position in the grounds where the prevailing winds will carry away any smoke which would be
likely to become a nuisance to the institution.

100. Planting and Landscape Wor^.-Ahhough the area has considerable natural beauty _it is
highly desirable that a properly designed and co-ordinated landscape treatment _ should be developed. A
tentative scheme has been prepared covering the supply and planting of trees, shrubs, plants and grassed
areas, as well as the construction of rock gardens and bowling green.

Estimated Cost.

101. The details of cost for the complete project are
£,

Multi-story ward block 559,020» .

Nurses' and household workers' quarters 321,570. *

Boiler house 85,263.

Conversion of existing quarters 72,630» t 4 » t

Landscaping 11,517t <r . * . * t
I » f

1,050,000

Recommendations.

102. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
.(1) The Committee agrees that an additional building is necessary for the treatment

of ex-service tubercular patients.
(2) The plans of the multi-story building are generally satisfactory for the purpose.
(3) The site chosen is the most suitable.
(4) The Committee agrees with the negot.iations in progress to acquire the necessary land.
(5) A slight alteration to the lower ground floor is desirable to ensure that the autopsy section

shall be completely separated from the adjacent kitchen section.
(6) Some efficient method of protection should be devised for the solarium so that excessive

heat in summer can be avoided.
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(7) Although the Committee recommends the project for the Repatriation Commission, it
is most impressed with Dr. Wunderly's plea for concerted efforts in the interests of
both ex-service and civilian patients, and it is recommended that the closest possible
liaison be maintained between the Repatriation Commission and the authorities
directing the tuberculosis campaign.

(8) Adequate steps should be taken to provide an auditorium and amenities section in the
building to be erected for the purpose as soon as possible after the hospital building
is erected.

(9) A suitable room should be made available for the use of the representative of the
Soldiers' T.B. Association.

(10) The proposals to convert the nurses' quarters and the existing ofRce building are both
recommended as proposed.

(11) The boiler house is an essential part of the establishment and is recommended.
(12) Re-planning of the ward floors to allow two-bed rooms to provide more privacy for

certain patients is recommended.
(13) Training of former male patients should be specially encouraged.

BATMAN AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, MELBOURNE, RE-SUBMISSION.
103. This project was a re-submission of the reference dealt with in 1946, when the Public Works

Committee recommended, with certain provisos, that the exchange should be proceeded with. It was
represented that the original proposal was for an exchange to provide an essential unit in the Melbourne
metropolitan telephone service, and it was to be one of the four main sections into which the city had
been divided in the overall plan being followed.

104. In its original inquiry the Committee was concerned by the emphasis given in evidence to
the n.ng costs of building operation, and the impossibilky of esdmaring w.h re,£>n,ble accuracy d»
ultimate cost of the building planned. In its recommendations the Committee therefore included a
suggestion that the Minister, before approving substantial commitments in connexion with the building,
should call for a special review of the estimates, in order to make a comparison with the figures
originally presented.

The Proposal.
105. The original proposal was to erect, on a site covering an area of 8,826 square feet facing

Flinders-lane,^ a building comprising basement; ground, mezzanine and six upper floors: The estimated
cost was set down at ^800,000, the'cost of the building itself being ^175,000.

106. After work had proceeded on the final preparations of the plans to a point where fresh
estimates could be arrived at, it was decided by the Minister that, as costs had risen very considerably
^^^e.^o^Lc^ti:t?:ate-si_an^-acs.soI?:le a^erations werej'e,<i,uir^t? t^le P^ans' the work should be
re-submitted to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works for its further report.

107. Alterations to the plans included a sub-basement, strengthening of the structural frame and »

!!?^'c<aJ^d;^u^(livA^^L°:^^cv^LeL s.^rs^ asTV[e}l.-as--pr?v n to e^iminate the cantilevered section, as
suggested in the Committee's former report. The revised cost of the whole exchange was estimated at
^1,150,000 compared with the former total estimate of ^800,000.

^.8i..Apa-rLfror^ ?:he.const:ruct:ion ofthesub-basementas a civil defence measure, the proposal
was mainly a matter of increase in costs. The Committee took evidence and made exhaustive mqumes
and comparisons to ascertain the reasons for the big increase in the estimates.

\09J\Th^cosltait^e ^un<^that t^e ,increases above the original estimates for comparable items '
amounted to approximately 64 per cent., and, in comparison with other costs in various parts of Australia
.;ndGrc^Bnt,m, could b-,ccep»d " ,the g.n<.;I incrc,,., in building co^i,themdu;t;7;incc
January, 1946, when the original calculations were made.

Recommendations.

110. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) Although costs have risen steeply the work is still urgently required and should be

proceeded with as an urgent measure.
(2) The policy of restricting works to those for which a reasonable flow of materials can be

assured should be carefully maintained.
(3) Thec-omtmttee is satisfied that Ae^ffiaals_concerned are doing all in their power to

^^n^r^^l^efj^at^sund^r.^fficult^rcumstances5byt,looks.^
when^pcnence in post-w^ build,;g and inching riility wiUp,ovid,-;-;di;bie
basis from which close estimates wilfbe obtainable.
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ALICE SPRINGS SEWERAGE INSTALLATION.

;ll^yL^TnLZ!Lars.^l!.cie SPrin§shas been an important town in the Northern Territory, at the
^h^ a^Ae^tteJf IS^leT"^°"n^^"^^h;^g^^d d^5^
^^;xt<S!^e^andbeds v?udl2ield thefresh -^-Wly'^Aetpop2latton:luD^g^e^.^^ftI^M^^%^^::ri>ciz:?°n"by'^z;^"^Z8p^b^
Sfnpoilutlo^onhe.w.fter,supply ^by the discharge^ ^cffluent from heaviy ioaded septic tanks and
^T ^Lc^ u.n.dc.lLj?°. 7 . ?l,pl:. actio,n was talcen to ensure that the suUage was chTorinated
bArccntn,in? thc ^nd and..m >ddidon,,he.own-w»; ;upply d^n-fro^e-^T'd: waschlorinated before use by the public.

1

l,],2L:?,Tti^A^O?s-har.bieenwithcifawn from,the.area th<? immediate danger of pollution
has been greatly diminished, but the danger still exists and it is regarded as essentiafto take action to
improve the sewerage system at once.

The Present Proposal.

n3-zhe,scheme.proposedprovidesfor the sev'era§e of.the three mam areas forming the town
bJ^V^^^^L^i^h 9'i 5h,.and ^2'mch diameter- The sewage will pass to the lowest point,
^h51[e a_p-Tl'I)!nt?.sl:ation wiu pass it th^ou§h a cast iron i-ising main through Heavitree Gap to treatment
works ,»h of Ac gap. in , position where k c,n,o, ^ b,ck ,nto;the^e;-be,nng .idundTthe
town. The sewage,is to be then passed through Imhoff tanks, trickling filters, andWnuTtanksTefore
it is ready for discharge on to the land.

^jL.'r^e.T,in?it!^ost-.ofi.the^r^^a1^ £.ll5'OOQ,' exclusive of house connexions ^20,000, and
"mSfIt".toTU^O-.own^ttc "P- -of.tep.opo.ifo;^^
of_comparat?vely,smausize? the committee made inquiries regarding possible altemarive~systems:" "It
was,ttatfd,ttodtcm-?nTcst°.th^rc8mtPan^st.cmwouMk.g""P°-»di.vitolsepric,,nt7ys,en,;;
or chemical closets These systems-were stated to be considerably less expensive than' Ac full "sewerage
system but they did not appear to the Committee to offer the desired security from the danger of
pollution.

115. Investigation of the future prospects of the town indicated the possibility of expansion, and
the Committee recommended that the full sewerage system should be installed.

Recommendations.

116. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) Some alternative to the present pan system is necessary.
(2) It is advisable to install a full sewerage system.
(3) Special supervision in selecting and faying of pipes is essential.
(4) The work should be proceeded with when concrete pipes and rubber joints are available.
(5) The project should be linked with other urgent proposals to obtain the benefit of bmidmg

organization.
(6) The Committee agrees that the water should still be chlorinated and regularly tested.
(7) Steps should be taken to prevent the use of private wells and ?ullag"e pits' after the

sewerage system is installed.
(8) In view of the unusual conditions in Alice Springs special consideration should be given

to making the charge to residents as light as possible.

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ST. KlLDA, VICTORIA.

117. At the present time 86 per cent. of the telephones in the Melbourne metropolitan network
are of the automatic type, and the presence of obsolete manual exchanges in the automatic network is
the cause of considerable difficulty, making it uneconomical from a servicing point of view. The
Windsor manual exchange, which was opened in 1899, is one of those which has served more than its
normal life, "<) it has bee, m,m;,,,ed with ,ome difficul.y in rece.t y,,rs. In order » give .h;-be;t
^^LFO,T':)le..!^Il?.^of t^in^i llave ]3een transfel'red temporarily to other exchanges until the proper
^aciuti-csj ^re ^v,a?a^le- T^e OIC1 Windsor exchange has been serving some of the subscribers In the
proposed St. Kilda area, and it is now proposed to eliminate it and connect the lines to the new St. Kilda
exchange while making provision for^the lines connected to the variou. other districtrpianned'mAe
network to be served in the new building.
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The Building.
118. It is proposed to erect, on a site m Inkerman-strect, St. Kilda, a building comprising basement,

ground, first, second and future third floors. The total accommodation planned in the completed
building will be 28,005 square feet and the cost is estimated at ^108,960. However, if only a three-story
building is erected the cost is estimated at ^97,952.

119. The Committee had previously investigateiJ proposals for telephone exchanges in the
Melbourne network and was familiar with the congested conditions prevailing. It made further
inquiries on this particular project and was convinced that the population in the area being covered
was rapidly Increasing, while the demand for telephone facilities there would continue to be an urgent
problem.

120. An inspection of the site left the Committee with the opinion that future extensions might
necessitate construction of the building over the site at present occupied by two small cottages, and
amendments were suggested to the plan placing the tower on the opposite side of the building to allow
for future additions.

Recommendations.

121. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) There is an urgent necessity for the proposed exchange at St. Kilda.
(2) The site is in a convenient position to ensure the most economical working of the

exchange, and is suitable for the purpose.
(3) The amended plan is satisfactory, and the building should be constructed accordingly.
(4) The third floor is necessary and should be constructed at the same time as the rest of the

building.
(5) The necessary materials and labour should be obtained and the building constructed as

soon as possible.

WOOL BIOLOGY LABORATORY AT PROSPECT, NEW SOUTH WALES.
\

122. As a result of the provisions made in the Wool Use Promotion Act 1945, and other related
gislation, allowing for the establishment of certain funds for the expansion of sheep and wool research,1.V.

a survey was carried out of the progress being made in Australia in connexion with sheep and wool
-esearch. It became clear that, while great progress had been made in the control of sheep diseases, very
little had been done on the general subject of research into the problems of healthy sheep as distinct
from the diseased sheep. It was therefore decided that, from the funds available, the research programme

*'

should be expanded in the study of the physiology of the sheep; its fertility and reproductive capacity;
its capacity for improvement in terms of the quantity and quality of the wool grown; and its productive
capacity in terms of mutton, lamb, skins and by-products.

123. The laboratory space available for the research work was very limited, but the work was
started m accommodation made available in buildings scattered as far apart as Melbourne and Sydney,
and it has been developing whilst suitable site and buildings have been'sought.

The Buildings.
124. The proposal is to erect, on a site acquired at Prospect, New South Wales, a group of eight

buildings^ five of which are to be included in a first constructional stage, with the remaining three
planned for compledon^shortly after the first group. The first stage comprises feed store, two animal
houses, garage and workshop, and fleece and shearing building, while the second stage consists of the
main laboratory building, examination and climate control rooms, and boiler house and mechanical
services. It was decided to urge the immediate construction of the animal houses and buildings
comprising the first stage, as the main laboratory and examination buildings will take longer to
complete and will absorb a great deal more material.

125. The site consists of an area of approximately 116 acres of land with afrontage of approximately
1,223 feet to the Great Western Highway. It is approximately 4? miles from Parramatta, is well grassed
and suitable for the agricultural work necessary, and is situated near enough to a populated area to
give a reasonable opportunity for staff to obtain housing accommodation.

126-.The estimated cost_of Ac first stage of the programme is set down at ^99,500, and the second
stage ^224,900, making a total of ,£324,400. "The Committee took evidence _on the various aspects'ofAe
proposal and g,,e conrideratio, to Ac rc,,on, ,dv,n»d for A. neceAy of the project. A,, result Ac
Committee was very impressed with the value of the work already commenced and with the importance
to Australia of the research programme outline i.
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Recommendations.
127. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:

(1) The^cientific investigations are of the greatest importance and should be pushed forward
without delay.

(2) Progress is being hampered by the difficult conditions under which the institution is at
present functioning.

(3) The eight buildings projected are necessary for the programme.
(4) The two animal houses should be completed as early as possible.
(5) To avoid delays in planning the work should be proceeded with in two stages.
(6) Ifjhortage of architects delays the early planning professional men from outside the

Department should be engaged.
(7) The design is suitable for the institution.
(8) The site is satisfactory for the purpose.
(9) Decision regarding the use of day bricks or cement bricks should be determined at a

later stage when the supply position can be more accurately gauged.
(10) As the materials will have to come from the 15 per cent. allocated to general works after

85 per cent. has been set aside for ^ousm^'t^ls PI'oiect s^ou^ be approved immediately.
(11) The importance of the research demands a higher priority for this project than it

has held up to the present.

NATIONAL LIBRARY AND ROOSEVELT MEMORIAL, CANBERRA.

128. During the first session of the Commonwealth Parliament a Library Committee was
appointed to establish a library to cater for the needs of Members of Parliament, and, when the
Parliament was transferred to Canberra, to establish a collection for the National Library on the lines
of the Library of Congress at Washington.

129. In 1925 the Public Works Committee recommended to Parliament that the building now
known as West Block should be erected in time for rhe transfer of Parliament to Canberra, and that the
building should be known as the National Library, but be shared with a number of other Government
Departments. During the financial depression of 1929-32 the Library surrendered the accommodation
provicLd in West Block in order that the Statistician's Branch might be brought to Canberra, and, in
1934 a commencement was made with the erection of a National Library building fronting
King's-avenue. It was to be built in sections, and tlie first section was to form a book stack in the
complete building. Extensive additions to the building have been considered for some time, and,
following upon the death of President Rcnsevelt, it was eventually decided that, when the National
Library was being erected, there should be set aside a special wing in which would be established
The Franklin Roosevelt Library of American Literature as a memorial to President Roosevelt, and a
permanent contribution to Australian-American understanding.

The Present Proposal.
130. The proposal submitted _ to this Committee aims at the erection of a building which, in

addition to being a repository for the numerous volumes forming the National collection, will also
provide space for the varied activities now carried out, or later to be entrusted to the Library authorities.
It is intended to be so designed as to incorporate the existing National Library block into the structure
as the Roosevelt Memorial Wing.

131. The structure is planned to consist of a basement and three main floors supplemented with
mezzanine levels between ground and first and between first and second floors. The walls are to be
faced with cast stone and partitions are to be constructed of demountable materials. The usable floor
area totals 240,250 square feet, and the total estimated cost was set down at ^1,702,000.

132. The site, bounded by King's-avenue, Broughton-street and Macquarie-street, has an area of 7
acres and is claimed to be an ideal site for the National Library.

133. The Committee found that the present space available to the Library in Parliament
House was badly overcrowded, and much of the space being used temporarily in various parts of
Canberra is most unsuitable and inconvenient, while the conditions under which much of the valuable
material has to be stored constitutes a grave risk and renders it largely inaccessible. Much of the
space in Parliament House will be required for parliamentary use when the membership of Parliament
is increased, and the Library has been asked to vacate it by 30th June, 1950. It is very urgent, therefore.
that temporary accommodation be found or erected immediately for library purposes, and the Committee
recommended accordingly.

£.
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134. Owing to the critical position that exists with regard to housing in Canberra it was
demonstrated that a building of the magnitude suggested for the National Library could only be built
after many years of delay, and, after making extensive inquiries, the Committee recommended that the
plans be revised to present a suitable building which could be constructed m sections, the first of which
could satisfy the minimum requirements of the Libr; ry and be completed within a reasonable period.

135. From the architectural aspect certain criticism was offered indicating that the plan had not
made adequate provision to ensure that the building would be a fine structure in appearance when
viewed from all angles. The Committee agreed with this criticism and recommended that in the
re-planning attention should be given to that aspect of the proposal.

136. As it was also considered that certain provisions in the plans could not be justified at the
present, it was recommended that the theatrette, film unit and cafeteria be eliminated for the present,
and further plans should be submitted to the Committee as soon as possible.

I

Recommendations.

137. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) An earnest endeavour be made, as early as possible, to provide at least suitable storage

space for Library requirements, and so relieve the congestion in Parliament House
which is seriously affecting the operations of the Library as well as other Departments
of Parliament.

(2) In view of the stupendous building programme already approved for the Australian
Capital Territory, the Committee sees no probability of the building, as submitted,
being completed within a reasonable time.

(3) On the grounds of economy, and to provide against future changes in Library policy and
practice, a plan should be evolved so that instead of aiming at the erection of a building
In one unit, a section could be built to cater for needs for the next fifteen years, and
leave adequate room for extension later.

(4) In designing the new building special attention should be paid to the fact that it is to
be on an island site, and ensure that the structure should have an attractive elevation
from all angles.

(5) Consideration should be given to siting the building on the area to admit of extensions
if and when necessary.

(6) Provision of the theatrette should be postponed for the present.
(7) Provision of a separate film unit should be eliminated.
(8) The cafeteria should not be provided.
(9) The Department of Works and Housing be requested to furnish fresh plans eliminating

the theatrette, film unit and cafeteria, and confining accommodation to be provided
to what is immediately essential for Library requirements.

(10) To avoid the necessity of demolishiRg die existing building on the site, consideration
should be given to the availability of an alternative site.

(11) The architects be requested to prepare in association with the National Capital Planning
and Development Committee, fresh alternative plans for this or an alternative site,
if selected, and that when agreement shall have been reached on the plans, the project
be remitted to the Public Works Committee at the earliest possible* date'for further
investigation and report.

(12) In Ac case of any future buildings proposed for Canberra the agreement of the National
Capital Planning and Development Committee be obtained before the project is
submitted to this Committee for investigation and report.

WOOL TEXTILE RESEARCH LABORATORY, GEELONG, VICTORIA.
138. The development of research to assist the wool industry, as a result of the passing of the Wool

Use Promotion Act falls into two main categories-biological research concerned with the production of
the wool on the sheep's back, and textile research dealing with the subsequent treatment of the wool
and its use in textile products. The Committee dealt with a project involving the building programme
for the biological research when it investigated the proposal for the Wool Biology Laboratory at Prospect,
New South Wales, and it was represented, in connexion with this proposal, that a building programme
for the wool textile research was equally important and urgent.

139. As the use of wool is so important to the economy of the whole of Australia it is considered
essential that scientists should investigate the problems connected with the use of wool in textiles, the
carbonizing of wool, scouring to reduce the cost and lessen the proportion of damage to the wool fibres,
improvement in resistance to wear and lessening of the tendency to shrinkage, and many other aspects
of wool usage.
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The Present Proposal.

faio^oty^est^st^_^?cohalt^oeraercuy0^a

. Zrcdirjhlmom^and."bseq^ld7 be.embodie^in a g-"Profrbuildmgs"Svisa^d^lth;
±Sdev'lppm£?^^heproJertlThebulldm§nowProP°-(ri^b:240^^ib^fce^i^
fIol\d^l!n^loL1^2005^airefeet}an?itwlllobc^,bdlvMed"to^r^
hb;?SOTie^storeLand.cs,senalass.ociated s.ervices- Theestlmated cost of the building is set down at
^£!G5.,^d {t is expected thal: k wil1 take eighteen months afte^: acceptance'of tender^ to. compiete the
construction. /

Recommendations.

141. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:
(1) In view of _ the importance of the work to be carried out an effort should be made to

provide the building asked for with the least possible delay.
^ ^|le selection of Geelong for the location of the laboratory is a wise one.
(3) The site is suitable for the purpose for which it is intended.
(4) The type of building proposed is suitable for its present function and prospective future

use.

(5) The building should be erected in brick.
(6) The amenities to be provided for the staff are satisfactory.
(7) The fire precautions to be taken will prove adequate.

COMMONWEALTH OFFICE BUILDING, HOBART.
142. Some years ago the necessity to provide a block of offices to house Commonwealth officials

bKmew^wd^  in c°mns-strc.^Hobart. kn.own - H-^. ""..^. - ^-cdto
th. p^ose. Sub.qu.nd,, in »,der to develop a suitable proposal, , furthc, ^S^ «" m,dc-of
the adjoining site, at the corner of Collins and Argyle streets, known as Tregear's Building.

The Present Proposal.
143. The present proposal plans to erect, on the land acquired, a modern building comprising

basement, lower ground floor, ground floor, and six upper floors providing 90,000 square feet of'usable
office space at an estimated cost of ^809,040. The building is designed to accommodate the staffs of the
Commonwealth Government departments at- present in rented premises in various parts of the city, and
the space provided will be sufScient to house 1,130 persons. On the ground floor arrangement is made
for accommodation; of Trans-Australia Airlines, including offices, passenger space, and bus dock for
passenger and freight vehicles.

144. On its inspections the Committee found that many of the staff of some departments are
working under most trying and difficult conditions in badly overcrowded premises. The general
demand for office space is very heavy and alternative accommodation is not obtainable. It was evident
to the Committee, from its inspections and also from the evidence taken, that the building proposed
would be inadequate to house the departments needing accommodation, and the Committee sought
evidence which would indicate the best means of providing the maximum amount of accommodation
which ^could be_made available on this site. The building is already planned for the maximum height
allowable, but it was suggested that the two large light courts would be of very little benefit in the
Hobart climate. The Committee therefore recommended that they be eliminated and used for office
space. It was also found that the inclusion of Trans-Australia Airlines in the building would involve
serious traffic problems in Argyle-street, and the Committee deemed it desirable that separate premises
should be sought for the air terminal.

Recommendations.

145. Briefly summarized, the recommendations of the Committee are as follows:-
(1) There is an urgent necessity for the building.
(2) The design is. suitable for the structure.
(3) The site is suitable for the building.
(4) The airways terminal should be located elsewhere.
(5) Negotiations should be undertaken with the City Council to obtain a suitable site for

an air terminal.
(6) Fluorescent lighting is desirable in all offices.
(7) The two light courts should be eliminated, adequate ventilation and fluorescent lighting

ensured, and ^subdivision of floors should be planned to allow a certain amount of
through ventilation in emergencies.

(8) Use of electricity instead of fuel oil for heating should be further investigated.
f
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(9) Special supervision should be maintained over the operation of equipment regulating
the temperature of the building.

(10) Requirements for sewerage installation should be^ discussed with the_ city authorities.
(11) A cafeteria is desirable, but the extent of it should be further studied before installation.
(12) The effect on housing will not be great and the work should be proceeded with.

MOVEMENTS OF THE COMMITTEE.

146. During its term of office the Committee travelled to all States of Australia and to the
Northern Territory. A number of the journeys made by the Committee concerned urgent projects, andt

several long journeys were covered in short times, most of the travelling being done in the. air. Apart
fcom-theTong dances, travdlcd by memb,. of ^ Commtaee from the,, horn.. to join in. the
Committee work, and the numerous local motor car inspections during investigations, the official
distances travelled by the twelfth Committee during its term of office totalled 23,506 miles.

STAFF.

147. Owing to the very heavy programme of works on hand towards the end of the Committee's
term, and the necessity to complete* the urgent works being investigated, the services of the former
Secretary (Mr. Gerald Whiteford) were secured for a period of three months to assist in the secretarial
work involved. At the close of the Committee's term the Chairman (Senator Lamp) expressed official
appreciation of the manner in which the members of the Committee had assisted him m the inquiries
undertaken, and also of the secretarial work performed by the Secretary (Mr. W. R. Blackman), the
Clerical Assistant (Miss N. Anderson), and Mr. G. Whiteford.

Chairman.

OfSce of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Parliament House, Canberra.

9th March, 1950.

PAELIAMENTAEY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS-RECOED OF INQUIRIES.

Expenditure Expenditure Amount inAmount inproposed by recommended reduction ol
Date of Inquiry. Proposed Work. excess of that Remarks.the by the that pro"proposed.Government. Committee. posed.

£ £ £ £»

1946-49. See. 21 ST GENERAL REPORT.

I6th May, 1947, to 17th Permanent Administration OfBces, 1,425,128 1,425,128 Recommended as< »

September, 1947 Gsmberra proposed
21st'May, 1947, to ICth Repatriation Admmistr-itive Offices, 222,750 250,000 27,250 Recommended fresh

September. 1947 Perth plans
39th- October, 1947, to Administrative Building, Entomo- 72,258 72,238.'-» Recommended as* *

llth February, 1948 locy and Plant Industry Divi- proposed
aions, Council for Scientific
and Industrial Research,
Canberra

3rd December, 1947, to Tribophysics Laboratory, Melbourno 94,000 9-1,000 Recommended as* t

9th April, 1948 proposed
3rd December, 1947, to Telephone Exchange, Hamilton, 78,800 78,800 Recommended as» t

29th ApriL 1948 New Souih Wales proposedI

14th April, 1948,_ to 9th Commonwealth Offices, Brisbane 705,400 1,568,350 862,9o0~'» Eecommended com-* .

September, 1948 plete remodelled
scheme instead of
one stage

14th April, 1948, to 3rd Tubercular Block and Sisters 283,310 283,310 Recommended1

as* h

September, 1948 Quarters, Turramurra, New proposed
South Wales

17th June, 1948, to 10th Airport for Hobart at Llanheme, 760,000 760,000 Eecommended as.

November, 1948 Tasmania proposed
] Oth September, 1948, to City West Telephone Exchange, 197,300 197,300 Recommended as

5th ITebruary, 1949 Melbourne proposed
10th P-ptember, 1948, to Hostel for Officers, Darwin 256,000 255,000 Recommendedto

» . ^ t . * as

3rd September, 1948 proposed
8th October, 1948, to Wharf at Darwin ^d.59,000 459,000 Eecommendedwith. . f . f

14th October, 1949 proviso as to site
22nd October, 1948, to Primary School, Darwin 91,000 91,000 Recommendedt . . as» .

22nd September, 19t9 proposed
19th November, 1948, to Alice Springs Schoo] 78,024 78,024 Recommendedwith» »

* .

7th July, 1949 subsequent stages
to follow

30th 'November, 1948, to MacLeod Repatriation Tubercular 1,050,000 ],050,000 Recommendedwith
9th June, 1949 Sanatorium, Melbourne alterations to wards

10th February, 1949, to Batman Telephone Exchange, ]V[el- 1,150,000 1,150,000 Recommended as
16th June, 194:9 boume proposed

10th Pebruary, 1949, to Alice Springs Sewerage Installation 115,000 116,000 Becommendedwith. < *

3rd September, 1949 rubber joints speci ^

fled
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FAELIAMEK-TABY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 'WOEES.-EBCOEDOB* INQUXRIES-continued.

Expenditure Expenditure Amount inAmount inDate of Inquiry. Proposed Work. proposed by recommended reduction ofexcess of that Eem arts.the by the that pro -
Government. Committee. propoaed. posed.

£ £ £ £

1946-49. (See 21ST GENERAL REPORT.)- continued.n

25th February, 1949, to St. Kilda Telephone Exchange, 97,952 108,960 11,008 Recommended to22nd September, 1949 Victoria * .

include third floor20th May," 1949, to 22nd Wool Biology Laboratory, Prospect, 324,000 324,000 RecommendedSeptember, 1949 New South Wales as. . * t

proposed15th June, 1949, to 19+,h National Library and Roosevelt 1,702,000 Nil 1,702,000 Plans to be amendedOctober, 1949 Memorial, Canberra
. .

and re-submitted22nd June, 1949, to 29th Wool Textik Research Laboratory, 68,500 68,500 Recommended asSeptember, 1949 Geelong, Victoria
9 < t

proposed1st July, 1949, to 19th Commonwealth Offices, Hobart .. 809,040 809,040 RecommendedwithOctober, 1949 » .

amendments to
plans

^

Printed and^p^blij^^gf^.th^^^^i^'^;^' Q'^v^j^^^^^I'^^^.^USTBALIA b7
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